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Mooring Latitude Longitude Bottom Instrument Instrument Start Stop Record& Sample Number
(north) (east) Depth&(m) Depth&(m) Length&(d) Interval&(s) of&Points
RPO 21&53.334 117&33.676 266 6/1/14 6/18/14 18
★ADCP&300&kHz 31 90 17198
★ADCP&300&kHz 105 90 17197
★ADCP&300&kHz 190 90 17198
SBE&37&(TSP) 27,&105,&184,&244 20 76354
SBE&39&(TP) 61,&91,&141,&170,&258 10 154792
SPE&56&(T) 45,&75,&125,&155,&199,&229& 10 154794
CPO 21&51.879 117&36.587 342 6/1/14 6/18/14 18
★ADCP&300&kHz 11 90 16394
!ADCP&300&kHz 263 90 16398
★ADCP&300&kHz 269 90 16410
SBE&37&(TSP) 43,&109,&169,&230,&307 10 148066
SBE&39&(TP) 78,&139,&200,&286 10 148066
YPO1 21&49.998 117&37.600 372 6/2/14 6/19/14 18
✚ADCP&75&kHz 20 90 16537
★ADCP&300&kHz 306 90 16537
SBE&19&(TSP) 369 6/13/14 12 15 63517
SBE&39&(TP) 35,&56,&92,&117,&178,&240 10 148845
SBE&39&(TP) 300 6/17/14 16 10 134727
SBE&39&(TP) 354 6/10/14 9 10 70620
SBE&56&(T) 76 6/8/14 7 10 54078
SBE&56&(T) 147,&209,&270,&325 10 148845
Star&Oddi&(TP) 148,&188 6/11/14 10 10 77398
YPO2 21&48.679 117&39.512 386 6/2/14 6/19/14 18
✚ADCP&75&kHz 20 90 16916
★ADCP&300&kHz 301 90 16915
SBE&39&(TP) 58,&97,&118,&180,&241 10 152252
SBE&39&(TP) 37,&354 6/17/14 10 133147
SBE&56&(T) 78,&149,&201,&272,&328 10 152252
Source 21&52.630 117&37.128 328 6/1/14 6/18/14 18
SBE&37&(TSP) 26,&86,&147,&208,&268 10 142186
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The	dotted	white	 line	 indicates	a	 sharp	change	 in	bottom	slope,	 steeper	 towards	 the	246	
northwest.		The	magenta	arrow	indicates	the	direction	of	propagation	of	the	nonlinear	247	
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